ABSTRACT. Ibe main resulí of this paper is the following: A separable Banach space Xis reflexive if and only it the infimum of tIte Gelfand numbera of any bounded linear operator defined on X can be computed by means of just one sequence of nested, closed, finite codimensional subspaces with nulí intersection.
INTRODUCTION
Let A be an operator from a separable Banach space IV into another Banach space Y For every Markushevich basis of IV, (at,), we define two numbers hÁ.(a,), HÁ,(a.), which gixte sorne geometrical insight about die space X and also the operator A. In fact reflexivity of X is characterized by stability of HA,<,,,) through changes of the M-basis, for every operator A, as theorem 1 states.
In the framework of reflexive Banach spaces these constants will be denoted simply H 4 and itA and they coincide respectively with the infimum of the Oelfand numbers of A, and with a precise lower bound of the Bernstein numbers of A defrned by Zemanek in [11] . So we come to the conclusion stated in theorem 2, that the inf,mum of the Gelfand numbers can be computed by means of a nested sequence of closed finite codimensional subspaces of nulí intersection.
In the third part we relate these numbers also with the spectral properties of A. Finally we see that for the particular case of a 1-{ilbert spaee IV, they are exactly the maximum and.the minimum of the limit points of the spectrum of Proof. If IV is reflexive a closed subspace F of X * which is total on X must be the whole of X*. Thus, for every M-basis (a,,), [(a~fl] =~X't and equivalently (a,,) is shrinking.
Conversely, if X is non reflexive two cases arise. First, ib IV * is non separable, no M-basis can be shrinking. Second, if X * is separable, by the result ob Gaposkin and Kadets, (see [4] b~1] e [be, ...] and choose (4) Proof. Just take into account Remark 2, and Proposition 2.
We can say further that when IV is separable and reflexive, B(Á) can also be computed by means of a nested sequence ob elosed subspaces satisfying the same conditions as those of theorem 2.
Open questions. 1) What can be said when separability of X is dropped? 2) Why does reflexivity establish such a difference? 3. We relate these constants now with spectral theory. The real numbers of the interval [hA,HA] can be characterized as follows: Proof. Let AS(itA, HA) and let (a,,) be an M-basis of X . For every neN, let   v,,=inf{IIAxII; xe [a,,, now z,,, y,,e[a,,, ...], with 11z7211=IIy,,II= 1 such that v72=IIAz,,II <A and   I'n~¡¡Ayt,¡~> A. Because the unit sphere of [a,,, ...] is connected, one can find   x,,e[a,,, . ..], ¡jx,,fl = 1 sueh that IiAx,,II = A. Iterating for nEN we obtain a sequence (x,,), which by lemma 1 converges weakly to zero, and IIAx,,Ii = A. We omil the proof of these corollaries which are straight-forward, and do the same with tIte following propositions. 
Slight modif¡cations in this argument give the proof br

2) ¡¡A¡¡=HA.
3) There exists a normalized weakly nulí sequence, (x,,) , such that
GEOMETRICAL MEANING OF THE CONSTANTS
ItA AND HA FOR A HILBERT SPACE OPERATOR A Now let IV be a separable Hilbert space; A a selfadjoint operator on IV, and E the spectral measure of A. Recalí that a number ¿ is a limit point of the spectrurn of A, «(A), itt E(V) has infinite rank for every neighborhood V of 2. Reniark 4. Other geometric properties of operators A with hA = H 4, can be seen in [7] and [8] , where such operators are called «asyrnptotic similai-ities», because of their geornetric behaviour.
